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“Strength is Health”:
George Barker Windship and the First American
Weight Training Boom
the blue-blooded, Harvard-trained physician he actually was.4 His
black hair was combed back to accentuate his piercing eyes, high
forehead and sharp features; his shoulders, though broad, gave no
hint of unusual strength or power.5 Some in the crowd had attended lectures by other health reformers, and were surprised by what
Windship told them that evening. Here was not another expert arguing for light exercise, vegetarianism and moderation. Windship’s
message was diametrically different. The body should be made as
strong as possible, he contended, with no weak points. It should be
balanced and symmetrical with the muscles full and round and strong,
like those of the “Farnesian” Hercules.6 The Chicagoans listened
closely as he explained that heavy weights and short workouts were
the secret to health and longevity. Training should be systematic, he
argued with the intensity of the exercise gradually increasing over
time. He maintained that workout sessions should never last more
than an hour and that proper rest must be obtained before the next
day’s training. As for nutrition, meat and a mixed diet helped build
his strength, he explained, while his experiment with vegetarianism
resulted in a diminution of his vitality. Drawing to a close, he fielded questions for a few minutes before retiring backstage. There, while
mentally preparing himself, he quickly changed into his lifting costume, which revealed the large muscles in his arms and shoulders
and the heavy straps throughout his legs and back.7 He was understandably nervous about the contest. More than the two hundred dollars in prize money was at stake. Windship’s reputation as the strongest
man in the world was also on the line. What he and the Chicago audience didn’t realize, however, was that the evening held far greater
significance. The contest held that February evening in 1861 was the
first true weightlifting competition ever held in the United States.
George Barker Windship and his challenger were about to become
America’s first competitive weightlifters.

Dr. George Barker Windship, The “‘American Samson” as he
appeared in The Phrenological Almanac.
Bryan Hall filled up quickly that chilly February night in
1861 as Chicago’s sporting crowd gathered to see the strongman contest.1 Dr. George Barker Windship, the health reformer known
throughout the United States as the “American Samson” and the “Roxbury Hercules” was scheduled to lecture that evening, and he had
agreed to pit his strength against all comers in a public contest following his lecture.2 Windship normally gave an exhibition of his
strength at the end of the lectures he’d been delivering for the past
two years, but this night was different. Following the lecture, any
man could come on stage, try the weights, and vie for the two hundred dollars in prize money put up by the local promoter. A buzz
of speculation filled the hall. How many men would try? Was it true
that Windship weighed less than 150 pounds? Wasn’t it dangerous
for him to lift such big weights?
As the crowd settled into their seats, Windship strode on
stage and began the evening’s entertainment with his standard lecture about the rules of health and the special benefits of systematic
weight training. It was a lecture Windship had given dozens of times
in New England, and his active mind shifted quickly through his mental filing cards as he gracefully explained his beliefs about diet, bathing,
ventilation and the proper methods of training.3 Dressed in a black
business suit, the five foot seven inch Windship looked every bit

Weight Training Before Windship
Although Windship was an innovator in many ways, his
advocacy of resistance exercise was not as much of an anomaly in
the mid-Nineteenth Century as we might immediately assume. In
fact, the road to his appearance on the stage of Bryan Hall had been
paved by a number of exercise experts who advocated resistance exercise. In Europe, in the late 1780s, for instance, schoolmaster Johann
Jacob Du Toit had his young students at the influential, experimental school called the Philanthropinum hold sand-bags out to the sides
of their bodies while he walked among them and counted the time as
their arms fell.8 In 1802, one of the most famous of the early Ger3
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had added a chapter on dumbell exercises because the implements
were so well known in America.15 An anonymous book aimed at
women entitled A Course of Calisthenics for Young Ladies in
Schools and Families With Some Remarks on Physical Education,
published in Hartford, Connecticut, in 1831, recommended using
weights of four to five pounds made from iron or tin and filled with
sand.16 Walker’s Manly Exercises, the gentleman’s guide to health
and exercise first published in the early 1830s contained a lengthy
chapter on Indian Club training.17
Though these, and the literally dozens of other references
to resistance training, undoubtedly helped Windship’s cause, they
were not his chief inspiration. What fired Windship’s imagination,
and paved the way for the wide acceptance of his method of heavy
weightlifting, was the sudden explosion of interest in human strength
which occurred in the middle decades of the Nineteenth Century.
This groundswell of interest in the limits of human performance was
fed by several sources.18 Historically, it was fostered by the publication of J. T. Desaguliers’ analysis of the acts of such pioneering
strongmen as England’s William Joy and Thomas Topham, and Germany’s Johann Karl Von Eckenberg.19 Desaguliers was fascinated
by these men’s attempts to lift great weights for very short distances.
In his book, entitled A Course of Experimental Philosophy, Desaguliers described the mechanical and physiological advantages inherent in certain of the heavy partial movements these strongmen favored.
Desaguliers further revealed that he had personally experimented
with various methods of heavy lifting, and that he subsequently
gave an exhibition of strength feats to the British Royal Society, a
scientific body.20
Desaguliers was especially interested in trying to find ways
to scientifically compare the strength of men. He developed several strength testing machines,
one of which mimicked the
hip and harness lifting done
by Topham and Von Eckenberg. Using a steelyard
scale to measure the amount
of their pull, Desaguliers’
subjects put a harness around
their hips, climbed onto a
raised platform and hooked
the harness to a chain attached to the arm of the
scale. As they pulled upward, the strength of their
pull could be measured by
adjusting the weights on the
steelyard. Desaguliers understood, of course, that a
harness lift such as this could
only test the strength of a
This rare eighteenth-century illus- man’s hips, back, and
tration shows the method by which
William Joy, “The English Samson,” thighs. Consequently, he
also developed machines to
supposedly lifted 2240 pounds.

In this detail from the title page of the 1672 edition of De
Arte Gymnastica, note the dumbell and what appear to be circular barbell plates. The rectangular implement next to the small
dumbell is a lead plate with which Mercurialis demonstrated twisting exercises for the torso.
man exercise textbooks, C. G. Salzmann’s Gymnastics for Youth,
was translated into English and published in Philadelphia. Though
the book was aimed at school children, it discussed the necessity of
strength training for both boys and girls and recommended using a
leverage device similar to the modern Weaver-stick to strengthen the
arms, hands and shoulders.9
As for dumbell training, it had been known for several
centuries before Windship appeared in Chicago. Following the
publication in 1672 of a new edition of Mercurialis’ enormously influential exercise text, De Arte Gymnastica, references to dumbell training appeared in the writing of several prominent eighteenth-century
men10 Essayist Joseph Addison, for example, wrote in the British
Spectator, “When, I was some years younger than I am at present,
I used to employ myself in a more laborious diversion, which I learned
from a Latin treatise of exercises, that is written with great erudition;
it is there called fighting with a man’s own shadow; and consists in
the brandishing [of] two short sticks, grasped in each hand, and loaded with plugs of lead at either end. This opens the chest, exercises
the limbs and gives a man all the pleasure of boxing, without the
blows.” 1 1 In the United States, Benjamin Franklin trained at certain periods of his life on a regular basis with dumbells and believed
the hand weights to be an efficient way to get a vigorous workout
in a relatively short period of time. In a letter written in 1772, Franklin
recommended dumbell training because it contained “a great quantity of exercise in a handful of minutes,” and, on another occasion,
he attributed his continued health and vigor when past eighty years
of age to the fact that “I live temperately, drink no wine, and use daily
the exercise of the dumbbell. . .”12
References to training with dumbells, Indian Clubs and
other forms of resistance apparati escalated in the early Nineteenth
Century. Widespread concern that city-dwellers were becoming
sedentary and soft grew in the antebellum period. Gymnastics and
resistance exercise were touted repeatedly as urban man’s best defense
against this moral and physical decline.13 Sir John Sinclair discussed dumbell training and described an exercise similar to the modern squat in Volume One of his monumental work, Code of Health
and Longevity, published in 1807.14 In 1828, Charles Beck told the
readers of his English translation of F. L. Jahn’s Gymnastics that he
4
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early 1850s. On one occasion in New York,
measure arm strength and gripping power.21
this French strongman withstood the pull of four
Windship’s interest in heavy weighthorses, a feat which amazed the audience and
lifting was no doubt also piqued by the grownewspaper reporters, and would later be copied
ing number of professional strongmen who were
by strongman Louis Cyr.25
his contemporaries. In the early Nineteenth
In the mid-Nineteenth Century, interest
Century, as touring circuses criss-crossed Europe
in specifically training to increase one’s strength
and America, and as variety theaters opened in
the newly industrialized cities of both contibecame a big business. 26 Hippolyte Triat’s elenents, public displays of strength became comgant and spacious Parisian gymnasium where
French aristocrats trained with heavy dumbells
mon. Furthermore, just as television and films
are today, the circus in antebellum America was
and what were probably the first true barbells
contributed significantly to the newfound enthuan important, and influential, transmitter of idesiasm for greater muscular size and the increals and images about the body and human potential. In small towns, the circus was often the
mental measurement of strength.27 In America
only popular entertainment seen in an entire
private gymnasiums for men opened. in many
year. In large cities, the coming of the circus
large urban centers prior to the Civil War and
was an important cultural event, and several
dumbell training played an important role in
shows a day were held to accommodate the
the physical transformation of the gyms’ cuscrowds. In 1847, for instance, over seventeen
tomers. Following the great influx of German
thousand people attended a circus in Pittsburgh,
immigrants to the United States in 1848, the liftPennsylvania, in one day.22 Some of these early
ing of heavy dumbells and heavy Indian Clubs
strength professionals, such as J. A. J. Bihin,
became increasingly common, and records began
known as the Belgian Giant, and Giovanni Bel- This illustration from Desaguliers’ to be established in certain lifts.28 James Montzoni, the so-called Patagonian Giant, were fa- book-A Course of Experimental Phi- gomery, for instance, operated a gymnasium in
mous on both sides of the Atlantic.23 Belzoni, losophy—depicts the method by which New York City in the 1850s and regularly
in fact, was even described by one of the most Karl Von Eckenberg could reportedly trained using a one hundred pound dumbell.29
prominent physiologists of the 1830s and 1840s lift two thousand pound cannon in the “Professor” Harrison was considered the clubas an example of an “ideal” male because of his mid-Eighteenth Century.
swinging champion of England in this same era,
harmonious muscular development, his amazand was frequently mentioned in American
books and magazines for his muscular physique, as well as his finesse
ing strength and his agility.24 Though there was more professional
strongman activity in Europe than there was in America at least one
with a pair of forty-seven pound Indian C1ubs.30 Several new resisprofessional strongman attached to the Rockwell and Stone Circus
tance exercise machines appeared on the market before 1860, the
most notable of which was James Chiosso’s Gymnastic Polymachitoured throughout the Eastern United States in the late 1840s and
non, a forerunner of all the selectorized weight machines now available.31 Furthermore, strength testing machines, probably modeled
on Desaguliers’ original plans, appeared in many towns on street corners, in circus sideshows, and at local fairs. On these machines any
man could test his “main strength”—the strength of his back, hips,
legs and hands—by moving a large weight a very short distance and
thus see how he stood in comparison to his neighbors. It was, in fact,
a lifting machine of this type which inspired Windship to become a
serious weightlifter in 1854.
George Barker Windship Discovers Weightlifting
Windship entered Harvard University in 1850, as a sixteen
year old freshman standing five feet tall and weighing only one hundred pounds. Though not quite a ninety-seven pound weakling, he
was not far off the mark, until he resolved after tiring of the jeers and
sneers of his classmates, to build himself up by doing gymnastic training. According to his own account, “Autobiographical Sketches of
a Strength-Seeker,” published in the Atlantic Monthly in 1862, he
spent part of every evening training in the Harvard gym, working on
the bars and rings, performing chins and dips, until, by graduation
time, he was known as the strongest man at Harvard.32 In the sum-

This drawing of Desaguliers’ leg and hip machine shows how
sophisticated man’s understanding of strength was by the midEighteenth Century. The subject to be tested stood on the platform,
wearing a hip harness. Attached to the harness was a chain which
then ran through the hole labeled “H” and attached to the arm
of the scale at “I.” The strength of a man’s pull could then be
measured by moving the weights along the steelyard.
5
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Windship added heavy dumbell training to his regular roumer of 1854, on a trip to Rochester, New York, to find work as an
actor, Windship discovered a crowd surrounding a lifting machine tine of heavy partial lifting in June of 1858. He began with a pair of
on the town’s main street. Windship managed to lift 420 pounds, fifty pound dumbells, which he could not press overhead at first. By
the end of 1861, however, he could simultaneously press a pair of
in what we would today describe as a partial deadlift, or hand-andthigh lift, but he failed to impress the crowd, a fact which ate at his one hundred pound dumbells, a considerable feat for a man who
36
young male ego. Upon his return to Boston, he devised a lifting never weighed over 150 pounds. At roughly the same time, Windmachine in his backyard by sinking a hogshead in the ground and ship began training with what he described as a “dumbell” of 141
placing inside it a barrel, filled with rocks and sand, to which he pounds. This dumbell, which was actually a barbell, consisted of a
attached a rope and handle. Then, standing on a platform he con- bar and two round, sixty-eight pound spheres. By unscrewing the
structed above the barrel, he mimicked the partial movements of the handle, Windship could add lead shot to the spheres, bringing the
lifting machine he had tried in Rochester. Windship became fasci- total weight of the bar to around 180 pounds. In April 1860 he gave
a public demonstration of his ability to jerk this barbell overhead.37
nated with the great weights he could hoist in this partial movement.
Evidence that Windship was as strong as he claimed to be
Though the weight moved no more than a few inches, he found the
can be found in the remarks of famous physical educator Dudley
exercise both physically and emotionally satisfying as his strength
Allen Sargent. Sargent watched him train in the early 1860s at the
grow in measured increments. Abandoning his gymnastic training,
and his aspirations to be an actor, Windship became a dedicated Park Street Church Building where Windship had put together a crude
weightlifter and resolved to study
gymnasium next to his medical office. Sargent reported that Windmedicine so that he could understand
ship was “exceedingly strong” and
as much as possible about the human
that he applied the heavy weight
body. He graduated from Harvard
principle to all of his exercises. He
Medical School in 1857.33
further claimed that Windship
In his workouts with the
moved heavy weights from a numcrude hand-and-thigh apparatus,
ber of different angles on several
Windship gradually increased the
machines of his own invention.
weights he used over the next severBesides the heavy platform apparaal years. On January 29,1856, he
tus Windship used for his partial
lifted seven hundred pounds at Baimovements, he also developed an
ley’s Gymnasium in Boston. By
early type of chest-weight machine
April of the next year he could move
in which he could brace his back
840 pounds, and by the spring of
against a wall “and see how much
1860, he had increased his strength
34
he
could pull this way, and that
in this lift to 1208 pounds. Having
way.”
Sargent reported that Windreached the limits of his grip strength,
ship
used
heavy dumbells for overWindship began experimenting with
head lifting, and that he demonother methods of lifting. At first, he
strated his ability to chin himself
used a padded rope passed over his
with one arm while holding on with
shoulders and attached to the weights
only his little finger.38 Another indibelow. He next tried a leather harcation of the validity of the stories
ness which fit over his shoulders but
surrounding Windship’s training
found that there was too much “give”
methods can be found in an 1863
in the leather. Finally, he had a
newspaper article which reported
wooden yoke carved to fit his shoulthat Windship trained with dumbders and to the ends of this yoke he
ells
as heavy as 180 pounds, that
attached two iron chains. “With this
he
had
a large Indian club weighing
contrivance,” Windship reported,
137
pounds
and that his gym conChiosso
built
his
first,
crude
weightlifting
machine
in
1829.
“my lifting-power has advanced with
mathematical certainty, slowly but Over the next several decades he continued to refine his tained several novel lifting
39
surely, to two thousand and seven machine, enclosing the weights and pulleys in a column, and machines.
pounds, up to this third day of building interior compartments so that the weights could
The First American
November, 1861.”35 (“Mathemati- move up and down smoothly. With this model, marketed in
Weightlifting Contest
cal certainty” has its limits, of course, 1855, Chiosso demonstrated curling movements, squats, and
Windship was thus well
and Windship’s best lift using the a wide variety of resistance exercises. One of his early machines
yoke was twenty-two hundred used two eight foot columns, attached to the floor like our mod- prepared for the contest at Bryan
Hall. Walking back onto the stage,
ern cross-chest cable machines.
pounds.)
6
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2106 pounds, breaking Windship’s record by nearly two hundred
he was greeted by only one competitor, a Mr. Thompson of the local
pounds.41 Though Windship tried to use Thompson’s harness, it was
Metropolitan Athletic Club. Thompson was noticeably larger than
simply too big for him and he had to concede round two, and the conWindship, but the Chicagoan was no match for the doctor in the first
test, to the Chicagoan.
event of the contest, the partial deadlift. The weights used were kegs
Though the contest did little to help his image, the evening
of nails, each one hundred pounds in weight, and they were held
wasn’t a total loss for Windship. At the risk of sounding like a poor
together by a sling of ropes and then suspended from a high platform.
loser, he explained the mechanical advantage inherent in ThompStarting with nine kegs, each men grasped the attached handle and
son’s technique to the journalists who interviewed him in the days
strained to pull the weight clear of the floor. Both succeeded on the
after the match, and announced that with a similar hip harness he
first round and so another barrel was added to the sling, bringing
believed that he could lift twenty-five hundred pounds. Returning to
the total weight to eleven hundred
his hometown of Roxbury after
pounds. (The apparatus holding
this Midwestern lecture tour, he
the barrels weighed approximatefound a leathersmith and ordered
ly one hundred pounds.) Winda hip harness. Using this new
ship went first and lifted the weight
“with apparent ease.” Thompson,
piece of equipment, he made good
on his boast and eventually raised
to his surprise and consternation,
could not budge the weight.
twenty-six hundred pounds.42
“Strength is Health”:
Though he tried several more
times, he finally had to concede:
The Strongman Reformer
the first round was Windship’s.
Windship began lecturing on
Windship then got out
the subject of weightlifting on 30
May 1859 though his first try at
his yoke and chains and requested
the lectern was a total disaster. On
that 1500 pounds be loaded. Prior
to this contest, Windship’s perthe evening he was scheduled to
speak, Windship had an acute case
sonal best in the lift was 1934
pounds, a lift he made in a public
of stage fright and fainted about
ten minutes into his speech.
exhibition in Charlestown, MasThough he soon regained
sachusetts, when he lifted a platconsciousness and tried to conform full of people as the grand
tinue, his light-headedness refinale to one of his lectures.40 For
tuned and he left the stage abrupthim, the 1500 pounds was suply, fearing he would faint again.
posed to be simply a warm-up, and
Hugely embarrassed, Windship
it did look light as he straightened
rescheduled his lecture and, on 9
his knees and asked for more barJune 1859, he conquered his
rels to be added. Thompson,
fright delivered a stunning lecture
meanwhile, had stood aside, letto another packed house, and
ting the famous strongman take the
received rave reviews from the
first lift alone. As Windship began
local newspapers. In the exhibiattaching himself to the chains of
the sling for his second attempt,
An early handbill for what was probably Windship's second pub- tion which concluded the show,
he lifted 929 pounds on his lifting
however, he discovered that the lic lecture.
machine, shouldered a barrel of
hook which connected his harness
—COURTESY MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
flour weighing 229 pounds, and
to the sling had broken on his first
did a chin-up with only the little
attempt. He had no replacement.
finger of one hand. According to Windship, “Invitations and liberUnderstandably depressed Windship watched with dismay as Thompal offers poured in upon me from all directions; and during the ensuson brought out not a yoke apparatus, but a leather harness made to
ing seasons I lectured in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cincinatti, Albany,
fit around the hips. As Thompson warmed up with his hip harness,
and many of the principal cities throughout the Northern States and
Windship quickly grasped that it gave the challenger a considerable
Canada.”43 Surviving newspaper reports of these engagements are
mechanical advantage. By bearing the strain on the large bones
uniformly warm in their praise of Windship’s lecture style and imand heavy muscles of the hips, rather than on the smaller and more
pressive
physique. The Philadelphia Inquirer reported after one of
bony shoulders, the body could withstand more pressure, and greater
his shows on “the volume of muscle which swelled and trembled in
weights could be lifted, especially since the load did not have to be
his full arm.”44
suspended down the spine in a hip lift. As Windship watched from
Windship’s lectures, and his own on-going interest in this
the sidelines, Thompson finally ended his exhibition with a lift of
7
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new type of heavy training, went beyond his interest in muscular
Washington Street in late 1866.48 This facility, which may have
growth. Windship believed, and preached, that heavy lifting was
been America’s first sports medicine facility, was equipped with a
an efficacious form of medical therapy. “I discovered that with every
“separate apartment for ladies,” but no evidence has been found to
day’s development of my strength,” he wrote in 1861, “there was
suggest precisely what women did at Windship’s gym or how many
an increase of my ability to resist and overcome all fleshly ailments,
women were members.49
pains and infirmities,—a discovery which subsequent experience has
so amply confirmed, that, if I were called on to condense the propoThe Health Lift
sition which sums it up into a formula, it would be in these words:
Windship’s lectures and exhibitions, his impressive
Strength is Health. “45 If weightlifting could cure his nervousness,
physique, and the considerable publicity he received, created many
headache, dyspepsia and weak circulation, Windship argued, it could
converts to the principle of heavy exercise. Not surprisingly, a
cure other people’s ailments too. As he explained his theory in an
few of those who watched and read about Windship tried to capiarticle for The Massachusetts Teacher in 1860, “lifting, if properly
talize on the new popularity of heavy lifting. Though Windship
practiced, was the surest and quickest method of producing harmocontinued to preach that the entire body needed to be trained with
nious development; while it was also the most strengthening of all
resistance exercise, most of the entrepreneurs who followed on his
coat-tails fixed their efforts on the heavy partial lift which became
exercises, and consequently the most healthful.”46
For the remainder of his short life, Windship’s mind, and
known, generically, as the Health Lift.
his medical practice, seem to have centered around his advocacy of
The health reformer and phrenologist, Orson S. Fowler,
heavy weightlifting. Though his travels as a lecturer were curtailed
who heartily endorsed the new interest in heavy training, offered his
during the Civil War, he continued to experiment with lifting in his
readers the cheapest method for partaking of the new fad. Fowler
medical practice. In 1863, he moved his practice from Roxbury to
suggested taking about thirty feet of cod line, or other cotton cord
which slightly stretched, and then “twist and double, then twist
the Park Street Church Building in Boston. There he combined his
medical and athletic interests and built a successful practice using
and double again, tie the ends, and attach two sections of a broomhandle, or any round stick adapted to lift by. . . adjusting its length
exercise as a form of therapy. An 1863 newspaper article described
this early facility in detail: “His office.. .is daily thronged with the
to your height.” Once these handles are attached, Fowler instructed, the person should stand on the bottom handle and pull upward
curious as well as those who are desirous of learning the art of how
to be strong. In one comer of the room stands his famous lifting
as hard as they could on the top handle, holding the pull for several
seconds. Fowler promised that just five minutes, during which sevmachine. This consists of a solid frame-work of wood, about seven
eral of these primarily isometric contractions could be performed,
feet in height, with a platform about halfway up upon which the
“will yield more and better exercise than an hour in any other form,”50
doctor stands to go through his daily exercise. A shoulder bar and
Other exercise advocates offered far more expensive altertwo heavy chains form the connection between himself and the
natives, however. Lifting machines aimed at home and instituweights, which by the way are suspended directly under the platform
tional use were rushed onto the market in the 1860s, and found instant
and consist of iron disks of a circular form, resting one upon the other
popularity. In major cities, a number of Health Lift studios or gyms
and held together. . .Surrounding these disks are long, slim bars of
opened, catering to busy office workers who were promised a total
iron, running transversely, and made to be detached or joined to the
workout in only minutes per day. Dudley Allen Sargent later reportmain body. They are arranged in this manner so as to graduate the
weight. . .They are
each of twenty-five
pounds weight. . .
Among the objects of
interest in his apartment are an iron club
of one hundred and
thirty-seven pounds,
a dumbell of one hundred and eighty, a lifting apparatus for
patients, &c., &c.“47
Windship
opened a combination gymnasium and
medical office in a
larger and more Mann’s Health Lift Machine, in an advertisement from the 1860s. Note the placement of the handles which
advantageously situ- made it unnecessary for women to change their clothes before training.
ated building on
8
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ed of this era, “lifting
David P. Butler
machines sprang up in parWindship’s major
la and offices and schools
rival in the field of heavy
everywhere.”51
training was David P. ButMann’s Reacler, who, unlike windship,
tionary Lifter, for instance,
had a true entrepreneurial
was a cast iron lifting
bent. A fellow Bostonian,
machine sold through the
Butler claimed to be “brooffices of the Health-Lift
ken down in health and
Company of New York
given up by physicians to
city. This company’s main
die,” when he decided to
salon and
exercise
search for a cure to his
salesroom was located at
“moribund debility.”56
178 Broadway. Mann’s
For Butler, that cure was
advertising promised that
heavy lifting, and he
disease and weakness in
apparently began experimen and women would be
menting with the system
replaced by vigorous
in 1857. Butler opened a
strength through just ten
gymnasium in Boston at
minutes a day of “harmo19 Temple Place in 1867,
nious and simultaneous
although it is likely he had
exercise of the whole body”
an earlier studio elsewhere
FIG . 2.
FIG . 3.
on one of his lifting
in the city. He patented his
POSITION—WEIGHT AT REST.
POSITION —WEIGHT RAISED.
machines.
Relatively
first lifting machine on 6
small, the Mann ReacJune 1865, another on 19
T H E W O O D E N MACHINE.
tionary Lifter still adjustJune 1866, and he claimed
ed from twenty to twelve
two more patents in
hundred pounds. Two han- Butler called this technique “center-lifting,“ and argued, incorrectly, that it was 1869.57 By 1870, Butler
dles attached to the weight- safer for the spinal column than other versions of the Health Lift Butler sold manufactured
several
ed lever arm so that by wooden machines such as this one for $250. Note the elliptical springs sepa- expensive models of
standing on the machine’s rating the two layers of the platform.
Health Lift machines, and
base, with a handle in each
had franchised his system,
hand and the knees slightly bent, the lifter would simply straighten
offering health lift converts a chance to open gyms using his equipthe legs to move the weighted arm a few inches. Prominently disment and system of exercise.58 His Standard Iron Machine, with six
played in the advertising for this machine was a fashionably dressed
hundred pounds of weight, sold for $300. If a gym owner purchased
young woman complete with bustle and corset.52 “Side-lifting”
three, at the same time, the price dropped to $250 per machine. A
machines, such as Mann’s, were partly designed with women in mind.
simpler, wooden version of the Butler machine sold for $250 or, $225
The idea was that the two side handles made it unnecessary for
for three. Second-hand versions of the wooden machine still cost
women to change their clothes for a workout. Besides Mann’s New
$200. A spring machine, preferred for home use, because it required
no additional iron weights, was still a considerable investment at
York studio, side-lifting salons also opened in Cincinatti and Chicago. Though men and women patronized these establishments, com$100.
petitors frequently criticized these gyms far allowing women to engage
Butler published a detailed account of his methods and training philosophy in Butler’s System of Physical Trainin the “dangerous”practice of training without loosening their corsets.53
ing. The Lifting Cure: Original Scientific Application of the Laws
Another approach to the Health Lift was developed by Dr.
of Motion or Mechanical Action to Physical Culture and the Cure
Barnett, one of the early pioneers of the home equipment industry.
Barnett advertised a health lifting machine using rubber “wands” on
of Disease.5 9 Butler believed that his system had beneficial effects
each side of a platform. Like Orson Fowler’s isometric exercises,
on both the body and the brain and that it created harmonious develpeople using Barnett’s machine pulled on the rubber cables until they
opment both internally and externally.60 Lewis Janes, Butler’s New
were fatigued, then rested and tried again. No weights were lifted
York partner who wrote frequently about the Health Lift, went well
at all.54 Other instructors were also active during this period. J. Fletchbeyond Butler’s modest claims and avowed that men under five feet
six inches would discover they were growing taller from the lifting
er Paul advocated “center-lifting” and ran a Health Lift gymnasium
in Boston. Paul claimed that a man could double his strength in
program while excessively tall people would be shortened.61
55
Like Windship, Butler centered his system on heavy, parjust three months by training at his health studio.
tial movements, arguing that “Perfect lifting, is perfect exercise.”62
9
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Where the two men differed, however, was in Butler’s insistence that
be used, making for a longer pull. He also recognized that truly heavy
his lifting machines have springs underneath the platform so that as
weights should not be approached during every workout. He advised
the weight was being pulled upward, the floor gave way slightly. He
taking some workouts that were below one’s absolute limits, and trybelieved that these springs softened the force, allowed the strain to
ing the heaviest weights only every couple of weeks.65 It is worth
be gradually absorbed by the body, and stimulated the internal organs.
noting that at no place in his exercise manual does he suggest that
It brought “the whole body: into action,” Butler wrote, and not just
there should be any limits on the amount of weight lifted in this
the muscles themselves.63 Although he argued that lifting on his
method by women.
machines was the most beneficial exercise known to man, Butler’s
Following the completion of the four health lifts, the Buttraining manual suggests that a full workout at his studio consisted
ler pupil engaged in heavy dumbbell exercises. Butler warned that
of four distinct types of exercise. Men and women began their exerdumbbell work should be approached carefully, as it could be dancise sessions with pulley work On the back edge of a small woodgerous. The only dumbell exercise for which he gave instructions
en platform, Butler installed a number of upright posts with attached
was the one-hand overhead “jerk,” the most common dumbell exercise of this era. Perhaps the speed of the lift concerned him. In his
pulleys. In the center of the platform, he secured another post against
which the person would press his back and hips while performing
instructions, he suggests lifting the bell slowly to the shoulder, and
exercises. Then, reaching behind himself, the lifter grasped the woodlowering it slowly back to the floor by a squatting motion. Howeven handles attached to the ropes over the pulleys and, beginning with
er, he contends that the overhead phase of the lift should be performed
relatively light weights, pushed his
with a “thorough motion of the
arms horizontally forward, while
whole body, moving upon the hips
simultaneously executing a partial
and ankles,” a statement which sugsquatting motion. Four attempts,
gests a sudden, explosive movewith successively heavier weights,
ment.66 In any case, four attempts
were to be made each day on this
were to be made with each arm with
machine as a warm-up exercise.
gradual weight increases over time.
The maximum weight used should
The final exercises of the session were a series of light dumbbell
be slightly increased each day.
The second exercise in
movements. Women’s dumbells,
the series was the Health Lift itself.
Butler notes, should weigh between
At Butler’s studios, the machine
two and six pounds—which was
consisted of a substantial table,
considerably heavier than most other
through the center of which passed
exercise advocates of this era recan upright rod, upon which the
ommended for women—while men
weights rested. This rod could be
and boys should use weights from
six to fourteen pounds. With these
adjusted for height and was set so
dumbells, Butler had his pupils do
that the knees were just slightly bent.
squats while simultaneously pressThe lifter grasped the handle with
ing the weights overhead, a series of
one hand in front of the body and
limb extensions, and several circuthe other behind the body as in a
lar motions reminiscent of Indian
“Jefferson lift.” Butler believed,
Club work.67 This light dumbbell
incorrectly, that the spine thus
work Butler considered “of least
remained absolutely upright and
importance,” and warned that in
protected from strain.64 Again, bemany cases it was injurious instead
ginning with a light weight, Butler
F I G . 1.
of beneficial. He makes the interrecommended four attempts, with
esting argument that invalids,
rests of up to five minutes between
THE STANDARD IRON MACHINE.
women, and children rarely needed
exertions. Butler recommended
such light exercises unless they were
that those exercising should graduphlegmatic or stout.68
ally increase the total weight lifted
By 1871, the Butler Healthby five or ten pounds a day. When Butler’s most expensive machine was this cast iron contrapit seemed as if they had reached their tion with springs located between the layers of the platform and Lift Company had five different
physiological limit, they should at the end of the four legs. Its platform measured 26”by 32” branches in New York City, four of
reduce the weight by fifty to one and it stood 26” from the floor. The machine, alone, weighed them on Broadway.69 Lewis G.
hundred pounds and begin the seven hundred pounds. Fifty pound iron weights were added Janes headed up the New York arm
ascent again. As a variation, Butler to the rod underneath the platform. The seat on the back of of the company from its main offices
on the second floor of the Park Bank
suggested that a shorter rod could the platform was used to rest between attempts.
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Building at 120 Broadway. Women
could partake of Butler’s version of the
Health Lift at all the locations, but special accommodations were made for
women at 830 Broadway, where Caroline E. Young oversaw their training
sessions; and at 158 Remsen Street, in
Brooklyn, where Caroline Branson
taught. “Low-Rate” Health Lift rooms
also operated at 348 Broadway, in the
New York Life Insurance Building and
on the second floor of the Equitable
Insurance Building at 214 Broadway.
Additionally, John W. Leavitt operated
a Health Lift studio at 113 Broadway
in the heart of Wall Street.70 Leavitt
and Janes began as partners and introduced the system to New York City in
1868 after studying with Butler in
Boston. Leavitt then left the firm and
opened his own franchise in which he
continued to utilize Butler’s
machines.71 In Boston, women could
take lessons at Butler’s original studio
on West Street and at physician Elizabeth Branson’s gymnasium at 784
Washington Street. Men had access
to the Butler machines at his main studio and at the “low rate rooms” at 53
Temple Place. Butler Health Lift studios also operated in San Francisco,
under the direction of Dr. Swain, and
in Providence, Rhode Island.72
The Death of the Health Lift
Windship’s plate loading dumbell adjusted from eight to one hundred and one pounds in half
Windship also sold equip pound increments It consisted of an eight pound, cast iron shaft; four four pound plntes; four
ment, but there his entrepreneurial eight pound plates; four ten-pound plates; ten half-pound plates; and two steel pins. It sold for
spirit seems to have ended. In 1865 sixteen dollars.
he patented, and offered for sale, a
It is impossible, of course, to know how many men and
plate-loading graduated dumbell which could quickly be adjusted in
women
practiced
the type of heavy lifting advocated by Windship
weight from eight to one hundred and one pounds. That same year,
and
Butler.
That
it
was a popular system can be ascertained by the
he received patent approval for a lifting device called the “Exercislarge number of Health Lift studios that opened, especially in New
ing Machine,” which could be used for both yoke- and handle-liftYork City, by the favorable references to Windship’s and Butler’s
ing.73 In the early 1870s Windship patented a hydraulic lifting masystems in newspapers and magazines of that era and by the fact that
chine which used air, captured in a piston-like arrangement, for
Lewis Janes’ book on the Health Lift, released in 1869, went through
resistance.74 His final patent was for an invention called the “Appasix editions by 1871.76 When Windship died unexpectedly at his
ratus for Physical Culture” which contained a lifting platform, cables
home on 12 September 1876 the Health Lift, and weight training in
for chest work, a rowing machine and a chinning bar.75 Like Chiosgeneral, was struck a severe blow. Only forty-two years of age, Windso’s Polymachinon, this piece of apparatus attempted to contain an
ship
apparently suffered a massive stroke and died instantaneously.
entire gym in one machine, Unfortunately, no records exist to indiThose
opposed to his theories on heavy lifting were quick to blame
cate how many of these machines were sold. Beyond these
his
death
on his training methods.77 Weightlifters everywhere were
entrepreneurial efforts, however, Windship did not venture. He did
suddenly concerned. If “strength is health,” the journalists and physinot franchise his name, as Butler did, nor, apparently, did he publish
cians
argued, then why was Windship dead at forty-two? Didn’t his
a training manual or printed course.
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death prove that lifting was dangerous? In the years after his death,
weight training slid into a decline. Butler’s studios gradually closed,
his machines relegated to scrap metal. The men and women who
sought health through lifting turned to new fads–especiallly cycling
and baseball–as outlets for their healthful impulses.78
But not everyone turned away from heavy weightlifting
simply because Windship had died of a stroke. As competitive athletics grew in popularity in the late-Nineteenth Century, the benefits of systematic weight training continued to be touted for athletes.
Two years after his death, a lengthy discussion of Windship’s training methods turned up in Ed James, How to Acquire Health, Strength
and Muscle, one of the earliest books aimed at improving competitive athletic performance.79 In that same hook is a section entitled
“Remarkable Feats of Muscular Strength,” in which James lists a
number of weightlifting records in hand- and harness-lifting made
after Windship’s death, as well as records in overhead lifts with
dumbells.80 In 1888, health reform physician John Harvey Kellogg
recommended the Health Lift to his readers, telling them, “We have
carefully tested this form of exercise, and believe it to be an exceedingly valuable measure for those whose employments are sedentary
and whose time for exercise is limited.”81 Likewise, historian Joan
Paul has documented that Robert J. Roberts, one of the most influential figures in the early development of the YMCA, was a Windship protégé who began lifting at at the doctor’ s gym in 1866. According to Paul, Robert’s love for heavy lifting carried over to his work
in the physical training program of the YMCA. 82
On 23 June 1859 Harvard alumnus John Langdon Sibley
wrote in his private diary: “Heard George Barker Windship, a graduate in 1855, deliver a lecture in Cambridgeport on physical culture.
He lifted 929 pounds and is thought though rather small to be the
strongest man living.”83 Though Windship was, admittedly, small
in physical stature, his efforts on behalf of resistance exercise make
him a titan in the pantheon of weight training pioneers.
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